Abstract. It is well accepted that designing and analyzing concurrent software-components are tedious tasks. Assuring the quality of such software requires formal methods, which can statically detect deadlocks. This paper presents a symbolic data ow analysis framework for detecting deadlocks in Ada programs with tasks. The symbolic data ow framework is based on symbolic evaluation { an advanced technique to statically determine properties of programs. The framework can guarantee the deadlock-freeness for an arbitrary hardware environment. Our approach di ers from existing work in that tasks can be dynamically created and completed in the program. Examples are used to illustrate our approach.
Introduction
Modern software design includes concurrent programming, such as tasks, to enable the explicit expression of parallelism. Concurrent language constructs increase the expressiveness of a language in the description of concurrency. However, it is widely agreed that designing and programming a concurrent system are tedious tasks and can result in erroneous program behavior. Such anomalies are particular hard to detect as it is usually very di cult to reproduce them and to identify the source of the error. Clearly, it is of paramount importance to detect program anomalies in concurrent systems at compile time as compared to expensively testing programs at runtime. A static analysis tool that targets the detection of concurrent program anomalies supports the design and programming and improves the quality of the software.
In this paper we introduce a new static analysis framework to detect deadlocks and other tasking anomalies without executing the program. Our static analysis is based on symbolic evaluation { an advanced static analysis technique { in which symbolic expressions are used to denote the values of program variables and computations and a path condition describes the impact of the program's control ow onto the values of variables.
Our method goes beyond previous work in the following points:
1. The number of tasks in the program is not limited, it can grow dynamically during the execution of the tasking program. We can handle an arbitrary number of tasks, which can be dynamically created and completed in the program. 2. We analyze each task body only once, although several instances of the task can be created either statically (e.g. arrays of tasks) or dynamically by new statements. 3. Our framework correctly analyzes generic units.
To ease the analysis we assume that no global variable is read/written by di erent tasks (no shared variables). If such a variable is needed, a protected object has to be employed.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give the notions of the symbolic data ow analysis for detecting deadlocks. In Section 3 our approach is presented. Examples are used to illustrate our framework. In Section 4 we survey related work. In Section 5 we conclude this paper and describe future work.
Symbolic Evaluation
Symbolic evaluation is an advanced static program analysis in which symbolic expressions are used to denote the values of program variables and computations (cf. e.g. 6]). A path condition describes the impact of the program's control ow onto the values of variables and the condition under which control ow reaches a given program point. In the past symbolic evaluation has been successfully applied to the reaching de nitions problem 2], to worst-case execution time analysis 1], to cache hit prediction 4], to alias analysis 3], to optimization problems of High-Performance Fortran 12], and to pointer analysis for detecting memory leaks 17].
The underlying program representation for symbolic evaluation is the control ow graph (CFG), a directed labelled graph. Its nodes are basic blocks containing the program statements, whereas its edges represent transfers of control between basic blocks. Each edge of the CFG is assigned a condition which must evaluate to true for the program's control ow to follow this edge. Entry and Exit are distinguished nodes used to denote start and terminal node.
In Problem 1 is solved by introducing symbolic task identi ers (task ids). Each task object is assigned a unique task id at creation time. Such a task id can in its simplest way be realized as a symbolic counter, that is incremented whenever a task is created. (In fact we propose a di erent counter for each task type, but this does not show up in the examples.) All local variables of a task object and other local objects such as even tasks or protected objects can be referenced uniquely with help of this task id. We denote such objects by v id], which are modelled as symbolic arrays 3, 4] .
Concerning problem 2 we notice that entry calls are di erent from procedure calls because tasks have a state. A procedure call can be modelled by a suitable copy of the procedure with actual parameters supplied accordingly 3]. In contrast, we solve Problem 2 by introducing a symbolic variable E n id] for accept statement n which is indexed by the task id of the calling task. The variable is assigned the value r if this is the rth entry call to n. We ensure that the control ow that enters n is propagated to the correct successor after the rendezvous by assigning condition E n id] = r to the control ow from the end of the rendezvous to the correct successor.
In order to solve Problem 3, we introduce variable T t if one or more instances of task t are created in statement d. The purpose of T t is similar to that of E n id] above in ensuring that if several tasks are created at di erent places in the program, their completion is awaited at the correct place. In addition, for each created task (with task identi er equal to id) we introduce a symbolic variable C d;t id] which is initialized to 1. If the task completes or may complete because of a terminate alternative, this variable is set to 0 and the condition C d;t id] = 0 is checked at an appropriate program point to ensure that each created task ultimately completes.
Building the CFG Tasking Forest
To build the TCFG, for each task body and for the main program a CFG is constructed at rst. The result is a CFG tasking forest.
1. In a task body each accept statement is a subgraph of the (task) CFG with one designated \header node". 2. There may be several (at least one) \end nodes" of a rendezvous according to the construction of a CFG. 3. A select statement of the callee is modelled like a case statement with the only di erence that all conditions from the \header" to the \cases" are true. Select statements with a terminate alternative are described in Section 3.2. 4. Select statements of the caller are modelled like if-statements.
Building the Tasking CFG from the CFG Tasking Forest
Then, based on the CFG tasking forest we can construct the TCFG. Note that if ordinary control ow is indicated by a TCFG edge, we call this edge control ow edge. If the edge of the TCFG represents an entry call, an entry return, task creation or task completion, we call the edge tasking edge. Furthermore, we distinguish between 5 kinds of TCFG nodes according to the following criteria:
1. If no tasking edge points to node n, we call n \control ow node". 2. One or more tasking edges point to node n which models an accept statement. Then n is called \header node" of a rendezvous.
3. One or more tasking edges point to the \start node" of a task, which is equal to the entry node of the CFG modelling the corresponding task body. 4. One or more tasking edges point from the end nodes of a rendezvous to the successor nodes of an entry call node (\entry successor node"). 5. One or more tasking edges point from the original exit node of the task CFG to the exit node of the parent task. We call the latter exit node \synchroniz-ing node" because all dependent tasks synchronize at this node before the parent task is allowed to complete. The CFG tasking forest is now glued together to create the TCFG, which models the whole tasking program. This is done by inserting (dashed) tasking edges between certain nodes of the CFGs forming the forest and by removing certain (solid) control ow edges. The TCFG is build according to the following rules: { For node n being the target of a tasking-related action: Let id denote the task id of the calling task which in its simplest way can be realized by incrementing a symbolic counter each time a task is created statically or dynamically. Introduce variable E n id] and initialize it to 0 when the called task is created. Set the value of E n id] to r if this is the rth tasking edge pointing to n.
Insert a tasking edge (a dashed arrow) from the caller to the corresponding start node of the rendezvous. Insert a tasking edge from all end nodes of the rendezvous to all entry successors nodes and assign the condition (E n id] = r) to these edges.
Remove the control ow edges from the entry call node to its (control ow) successors. 
Setting Up the Data Flow Equations
The symbolic equation system of concurrent Ada programs is given in this subsection. The equations are derived from the TCFG.
Let C c n 0 !n denote the symbolic condition of control ow edge e c = n 0 ! n and similarly C t n 0 !n the symbolic condition of tasking ow edge e t = n 0 ! n.
Furthermore, we denote the control ow predecessors of node n by Pred c (n) and the tasking ow predecessors by Pred t (n). We de ne the symbolic equations as follows:
1. If node n is a control ow node, we have where Guard(n) denotes a guard condition of an accept statement. Guard(n) is considered to be true if no guard condition is present or in case of start or entry successor nodes.
Note that if n is a header node and there is no entry call for this entry, then X n = false. Note that X n means \non-blocking" at node n. If, after solving the equations and binding the { until now unbound { task identi ers of task t (id t ) by prependingtî dt to all conditions, all X n evaluate to true, then there is no deadlock in the tasking program. If some of the conditions do not evaluate to true, it has to be checked by hand whether { there is a deadlock, { there are some program paths with a false condition because the program is not supposed to terminate (this is typical for embedded systems), or { there are some accept statements which are never called in the program.
A Simple Example
For sake of demonstration we have chosen a fairly simple Ada program with one task. Figure 1 which evaluates to false. Hence we also get X 2 = X 3 = X 5 = X 7 = false. This proves that node 2 of the example cannot be reached, and a deadlock occurs in the given program.
Modelling Protected Objects
Protected objects are semantically modelled as tasks. The corresponding task body consists of an endless loop containing a select statement with a terminate alternative. The select statement contains one accept statement for each protected operation. Guards are mapped from protected entries to task entries. Protected procedures and functions are mapped to task entries, whereby function return values are (conceptually) replaced with out parameters.
Entry families can easily be integrated in our approach. The same applies to task and entry attributes and to pragma Atomic.
Dining Philosophers Example
The second example is the well-known problem of the Dining Philosophers. The source code of an Ada speci cation and implementation are shown in Figure 2( which means that the program deadlocks if each philosopher holds exactly one fork and tries to pick up the second one, which is held by its neighbor. Thus our framework obtains the correct answer to the problem. three di erent approaches to deadlock analysis are surveyed, namely reachability search, symbolic model checking, and inequality necessary conditions. None of the methods cited above can handle the Dining Philosophers problem where the number of philosophers enters the problem domain as a parameter. Our approach is di erent: it correctly re ects the runtime properties of multitasking (Ada) programs, it correctly models statically and dynamically allocated tasks, and it correctly handles generic units.
Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented a symbolic data ow analysis framework for detecting deadlocks. Our framework can handle dynamic task creation and completion, which goes beyond existing work. As shown in the dining philosophers example our framework can cope with generic units as well. Note that the task body is only analyzed once although several instances of the task can be either created statically or dynamically. Moreover, we observed that if the conditions like those of the dining philosophers example, are very complicated, the program has good chances to deadlock. Deadlock-free tasking programs usually lead to simple conditions. Our approach is also well-suited for other programming languages. In future we plan to build a similar analysis for object-oriented programming languages, in particular for Java.
